
 
 

 

Our palm wax candles are made from natural ingredients that give a clean burn,without 
leaving soot marks on your walls or ceilings. 
To get the best burn from your candles, burn the candle long enough the first time you 
light it so a wax pool (melted wax) forms that covers almost the entire top of the candle. 
Leave an edge of approximately 1/8". 

Memory Burn of your Candle 

Before you light your candle, make sure that the wick is no longer than ¼” high.  Be 
careful not to cut your wick too low, this is a sure fire way to drown your wick out in the 

This process creates a “memory burn” for all 
subsequent burns.   

What is a Memory Burn in Candles? 
 

The most crucial burn to your new candle is its first one.  This is what is known as a 
memory burn.  The initial burn is the one that is most vital to a complete melt 
pool. Even more importantly a memory burn in the candle is the one that sets the 
boundaries and scent throw for every burn after that. 
 

Why a Memory Burn is Important 
 

All candle waxes retain a memory.  In order to have a full melt pool, where liquid wax is 
touching every side of the container, the candle has to have a memory of that.  If the first 
time you burn a 4” wide candle, and only get a 2 inch wide melt pool before you 
extinguish the candle, you have already inhibited your candle.  If you prevent the full 
memory burn from occurring the result is never being able to achieve a clean, full melt 
pool all the way down to the bottom.  The melt pool will follow the boundaries already 
established from the memory burn and will only ever reach 2 inches wide. 
Besides getting the most out of your candle time with a full memory burn, there is 
another reason why memory burns are so important.  With a full melt pool on your 
candle, you will notice a stronger scent throw from your candle. 
 

Preparing for your Memory Burn 
 
Never leave a burning candle unattended.  A good rule of thumb to prepare for your 
memory burn is to know the diameter of your candle.  For every inch in diameter that 
your candle is wide, you need to gauge one hour of burn time.  Therefore, if your candle 
is 3 inches wide you need to be able to burn your candle the first time for at least 3 
hours.  So, for the memory burn, it is important to start it when you know that you will 
be able to keep an eye on it for the allotted time necessary. 
Burn the candle subsequently until it reaches the pool you created with the first burn. 
Following these guidelines will ensure a cleaner and longer lasting candle.  



 
melted wax.  This is a key tip to remember each time that you light your candle.  
Recalling this simple step each time will lessen the amount of soot and smoking from 
your candle.Always keep your candle free of wick trimmings, matches, and any other 
debris.  Any of these items could be flammable.   
 

 
 
Poor memory burn 

 

 

How to Prevent Candle Tunnelling 
 
Have you ever burned a candle and had a ring of dry, hard wax around the outside 
edge that just wouldn't burn? Eventually the candle becomes difficult to light and 
drowns out from the wax melting down on top of it. It is a very disappointing candle 
to say the least.  
The first time you burn your candle it sets the stage for the life of the candle. The size 
of the wax pool on the initial burn is pretty much the size of the opening from there 
on out. So if you only burn the candle for an hour or so, and have a really small wax 
pool, the dry hard wax around the outside edge will almost never burn. 
 
When you invest your money on a good quality candle that has a long burn time, you 
want to enjoy “the whole ball of wax”.  Plus, it also looks beautiful when it burns 
properly. A quality made candle with the proper size and type of wick for the wax, 
fragrance and vessel, should burn evenly and completely. There should be about 1/4" 
melted wax across the top of the candle with no soot on the glass. A tough challenge 
for any Chandler! If they've done their job right, then it's all up to you from there on 
out. 
 
The first time you light the candle, don't trim the wick. This is the ONLY time it is 



 
Advised NOT trimming the wick before you light a candle. Depending on the wax and 
size of the vessel, you may need a flame that burns large and hot enough to melt the 
wax all the way to the edge. If you trim the wick too short, the flame might be too 
small to melt all the wax. This is particularly true of really wide candles. If, after you 
light the wick, there is any smoke at all, then extinguish the flame and trim the wick 
slightly. You never want any soot or smoke at any time - ever. 
Let your container candle burn long enough to get the entire top liquid wax. This  
takes about an hour per inch in diameter of the vessel. So if your candle is 3" wide, let 
it burn for at least 3 hours.  
 
If it doesn't melt all the way to the edge don't panic, but get as close as possible. 
Sometimes the last 1/4" will burn as the candle goes down. It won't burn evenly 
across the top, but it will burn completely. 
After the first burn, try to let the candle burn for long stretches as often as you can to 
keep that really wide opening and prevent tunnelling later on. 
If you burn candles on your dining table for just an hour or two, opt for tea lights, 
tapers, or votive so you don't have to worry about tunnelling. Pillar and container 
candles are best for longer burn sessions.  
 
 

 
 

Bad tunnelling 
 



 

 
 
Bad tunneling 
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